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�e TBI interview | Andy Harries

A ndy Harries has always tended to be ahead of the curve. 
He was a Brit pitching projects in the US almost  
a quarter of a century ago; was among the first to strike 
a deal with Netflix on The Crown; and is now awaiting 

the launch of short-form platform Quibi to test out his opinion that 
the TV world is simply “speeding up.”

So it might be a surprise that one of his soon-to-launch projects 
involves a TV format that’s two decades old and sees him working 
with more ‘traditional’ commissioners in the form of US cabler AMC 
and ITV in the UK. 

Yet Quiz, a three-part drama that tells the story of an audacious 
heist on the UK version of Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?, also 
neatly reflects Harries’ deep relationship with TV, despite the fact he is 
now so intrinsically linked with streaming. 

“I got incredibly excited about the idea of Quiz,” he says. “I saw 
the play by James Graham in [the UK city of] Chichester and knew I 
wanted it as soon as I saw it — before I saw it to be honest.”

‘Next Martin Scorsese’

But Harries hasn’t always been involved in drama. Comedy was his 
first love and following “some lost years in LA” during the late 1980s 
when he thought he’d be “the next Martin Scorsese,” he made his 
mark at the UK’s Granada Television, working on shows such as 
ITV’s Cold Feet and the BBC’s The Royle Family.

Both shows are fundamentally English but o�er premises that are 
universal, that oft-requited combination in today’s scripted world. 
Back in the 1990s, Harries looked Stateside, taking the shows to 
Hollywood to explore further opportunities. “I’ve always loved going 
to LA – I wouldn’t want to live there but I’ve always enjoyed driving 
around in the sunshine,” he says. 

Attempting to export Cold Feet and The Royle Family didn’t go 
well – “we did several pilots for both shows, all of which were total 
disasters, but they taught me a lot,” he says. Part of the problem was 
being ignored by those on the US side, but Harries’ trajectory continued 

Netflix drama The Crown arguably marked the start of the streaming revolution. With the show’s fifth and 
seemingly final season now in the works, Richard Middleton talks to Andy Harries, CEO and co-founder at 
Left Bank Pictures, about what’s next for his company and the industry

Taking the long view
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and he went on to head up ITV drama, working with Peter Morgan 
and Helen Mirren on Prime Suspect. Perhaps fittingly, it was the Oscar-
nominated 2007 movie The Queen that acted as “a turning point,” 
proving that both he and Brits could mix it with those in the US.

“We were slow in this country to exploit what we do best, which 
is making TV,” he explains, “But we are among the best, that’s just 
a fact and the Americans respect that.” Left Bank Pictures, backed 
by BBC Worldwide (now BBC Studios) followed. It has gone on to 
produce dramas ranging from Morgan’s The Special Relationship for 
HBO to Wallander for the BBC and Outlander for Starz.

Such was its success, that within five years, Sony Pictures Television 
had taken a majority stake. Harries admits he was “a bit sad” to sell 
the company in 2012, but he’d seen the way the business was going. 

“It was clear that the only way you could make an impact in the 
US was to have an American partner. It’s the same today, I don’t think 
you can really operate as a successful independent in LA, you’ve got 
to have a partner and representation. That’s the way Americans do 
business and you have to respect that.”

Teachings from The Crown

Having a deep understanding of the US system means he is well 
placed for the industry’s latest evolutionary turn as US streamers go 
global en masse. He struck gold with The Crown for Netflix in 2014 
– “let’s be straight, it was right place, right time and right idea” – but 
says the industry is now unrecognisable to what it was.

Providing both contrast and continuity is White Lines, a three-part 
Ibiza-set drama about clubbing that’s set to launch on Netflix this 
summer. Both shows are licence deals, but the intense competition 
and the immediacy of the current scripted environment is clear. 
“When a show goes up on Netflix these days, it is all about the first 
week or two. If you don’t hit it then, you are pretty dead. Television is 
becoming like the film business  – it’s like the opening weekend.”

There are also similarities between The Crown and White Lines: 
Netflix snagged the former’s writer Morgan in October, and the 
streamer has also struck a deal with Álex Pina, the acclaimed Spanish 
scribe behind White Lines and La Casa De Papel before it.

“Amazon and Netflix are just like the American studios – like 
Universal, Paramount and Warners now. They are increasingly keen 
for people to work with them on the lot, to give out shows that they 

want made, that they will own, and you will work directly for them.”
Despite this, Harries is upbeat: to date, he says, he’s always been 

able to get the writer he wants, and anyway, “the recipients of big 
chunks of change” in return for studio or streamer deals, provide 
opportunities for younger writers. 

IP fever 

Packaging projects, however, is key, “unless you have undeniable 
subject matter,” a sign of the huge competition in scripted at present. 
For Harries, the 500 shows coming out of the US is extraordinary. “I 
struggle to watch more than 20 or 30 a year, so there’s an awful lot of 
stu� not being watched. I suspect we have probably peaked but until 
the streamers settle down, we’ll have an accelerated fever over these 
‘undeniable projects’.”

Harries points to the fight for IP on several recent podcasts as an 
example of this “fever” and suggests he expects consolidation on the 
streaming front. For others, such as the BBC, the future is unclear but 
his support for the UK pubcaster is unequivocal. 

“It’s at the absolute heart of our creative industries,” Harries says, 
admitting that he cannot fathom why the current government seems 
intent on reducing its impact. 

“Netflix and the others cater for global audiences brilliantly, their 
shows increasingly have a feel that they can be perfectly watchable 
in Hong Kong or Argentina or the UK,” he explains. “It means we 
should be vigilant. It’s the very British shows that might not instantly 
get a global audience, there’s the worry,” he argues, pointing to 
dramas such as the hugely successful Peaky Blinders as a series that a 
streamer would likely never have commissioned.

Accelerated thinking

“Everything is speeding up,” he continues. “My prediction is 
everything will get shorter, the half hour will be the new hour. People’s 
attention spans are shorter, I can see why Quibi could work, not from 
a financial aspect, but why people would be interested.”

Harries also suggests he understands why The Crown is to end 
after the fifth season on Netflix rather than the sixth, as many had 
thought was the plan. Firstly, Morgan has been writing the show 
for almost eight years and “needs a break,” the Left Bank boss says, 
before admitting that the show might yet return – “perhaps [Morgan] 
doesn’t think it’s the end-end.”

But, he adds, “everything is shrinking. It wasn’t long ago American 
series were 13 if not 15 episodes, or more. For the last few years it 
was 10. Now eight is the new 10. If you go and pitch a ten-parter, 
they’ll say, ‘ooh, how about eight’. What used to be five is three.” 

Viewers, he adds, are simply not coming to streamers for shows 
in their third or fourth seasons. “And that’s the big di�erence with 
broadcasters,” because long-running shows don’t pay when few 
potential subscribers will join up for a series entering its umpteenth 
run. They need fresh hit after hit, instead. 

It seems the scripted evolutionary curve is taking Left Bank and 
the industry into a new era, in which expanded ambitions within a 
contracting timeframe will simply become the new norm. TBIIbiza-set drama White Lines is set to launch on Netflix this summer
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Attention grabbing

I n the early days of Italian TV drama, public 
service broadcaster Rai and its commercial 
rival Mediaset were the only players in 
town. Like many incumbent TV channels in 

wealthy western economies, they did not need to 
innovate in order to retain their market share. 

With no competition, Italian drama series’ 
reached big enough audiences to keep executives 
and advertisers happy. The stories of good priests 
and policemen doing good deeds in beautiful sunny 
settings did not upset the status quo and sold Italy’s 
myths back to the Italians.

Fast-forward to today and the Italian industry is 
completely unrecognisable. 

Streaming is now a firmly entrenched habit 
amongst the general public, Sky Italia has become 
a well-respected producer of high-end content, 
and Rai     – while still the most prolific producer of 
TV drama in Italy – is a regular collaborator with 
HBO, creating productions that stand out on a 
global stage.

A potted recent history

The revolution started more than a decade ago. 
Against a backdrop of classic free Italian TV dramas 
such as Inspector Montalbano, imported US shows 
including Lost and Desperate Housewives started to 
become popular. Over a beer, Nils Hartmann, director 
of original productions at Sky Italia, sat down with 
executives and it was decided the subscription service 
should “move into this style of cinematic original 
programming,” he says.

However, rather than trying to emulate the 
American aesthetic, he set out to explore Italy’s TV and 
film heritage. “My motto was, ‘if it works for Mediaset 
and Rai it isn’t right for Sky,’” recalls Hartmann. The 
first show o� the block was 2008’s Quo Vadis, Baby?, 
whose rock ‘n roll soundtrack features a high-octane 
female detective to match. 

Then came Romanzo Criminale, a remake of a 
film about a ruthless gang that ran Rome’s criminal 
underworld during the 1970s. But the developments 

Nick Edwards 
reflects on how 
Italian drama 
has maintained 
its momentum 
as scripted 
competition has 
increased and 
explores what 
might happen next
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within Italian TV first became apparent to the outside 
world in 2014 when the Napoli-set gangster saga 
Gomorrah hit Sky subscribers’ screens, going on to sell 
into almost every country in the world.

The political ‘Berlusconi’-era drama 1992 followed 
and in the footsteps of Scandinavia, with The Killing 
and The Bridge, and France, with Engrenages and Les 
Revenants, the world collectively woke up to the fact 
that top quality TV drama could be made outside of 
the US. However, whilst the buzz around French and 
Nordic productions has faded over the past 10 years, 
Italian TV drama has retained an ambition that pushes 
at the boundaries of storytelling on TV.

Rai’s evolutionary path

In 2013, Eleonora Andreatta was appointed head of 
drama at Rai. The remit, to a large extent, focused on 
reimagining what the pubcaster could o�er to a new 
generation of viewers who were brought up on pay TV 
and US imports whilst still providing classic Italian fare 

that would not alienate the core viewership.
During her time in the job, the competition from 

commercial terrestrial channels descreased but that 
decline was more than made up for by the dramatic 
rise of streamers. Netflix started to create original 
Italian-language content and hasn’t stopped: recent 
productions include the supernatural Curon and an 
adaptation of teen romance Three Steps Over Heaven. 
Production has also started on Luna Nera, a series 
about witchcraft in the 17th Century. 

“The best shows are now coming to Italian screens 
as soon as they are released in their country of origin,” 
explains Andreatta. “This has made audience tastes 
change everyday and become more and more refined, 
which means we have to lift the quality of our own 
shows. Anyone making TV in Italy today has to be 
very innovative.” 

Italian TV drama tends not to conform to the 
multi-season, multi-episode model of many US 
scripted shows, nor the classic UK model of a one-o� 
production or a run of a few episodes. Italian writers 
and directors have also managed to incorporate foreign 
influences whilst imbuing something quintessentially 
Italian into many of their shows. One example from 
recent years is Sky Italia’s Il Miracolo, a co-production 
with the German/French channel Arte, hailed in some 
quarters of the foreign press as a masterpiece. Created 
by author Niccolò Ammaniti, the self-contained series 
from 2018 is about a statue of the Virgin Mary that 
weeps blood and explores the e�ect it has on various 
characters, and Italy itself. 

The Papal effect

Another key moment for both the domestic industry 
and the wider drama world was when Sky Italia 
worked with HBO on The Young Pope (recently 
followed by The New Pope). Having seen how the pay 
TV operator let Paolo Sorrentino execute his vision 

ZeroZeroZero (left), 

adapted from Robert 

Saviano’s book of the same 

name, and My Brilliant 

Friend (above), based on 

the novels of Elena Ferrante

“My motto was, ‘if it 
works for Mediaset 
and Rai it isn’t right 

for Sky’”
Nils Hartmann,  

Sky Italia
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without creative interference helped HBO trust Sky 
to collaborate on the hit 2019 miniseries, Chernobyl, 
from Sister Pictures. 

Rai’s adaptation of My Brilliant Friend, also a 
collaboration with HBO, took things a stage further. 

In some ways more Italian than The Young Pope, 
the four-season show – series two of which debuted in 
February – did not feature swathes of huge Hollywood 
names. Instead, it used Italian talent – and it was 
HBO’s first ever non-English language series. “In this 
friendship, you see a mirror to the whole of Italy’s 
history from the Second World War onwards,”says 
Andreatta, describing the appeal of Elena Ferrante’s 
four novels, on which the drama was based.

Under the direction of Saverio Costanzo, “the 
cinematic, epic and hypnotic language of the show,” 
as Eleonora describes it, broke new ground for Rai. It 
also won over the broadcaster’s traditional and coveted 
younger audiences, as well as the global market. 

Other more adventurous series have made their 
way on to flagship Rai 1, such as an adaptation of 
Umberto Eco’s The Name Of The Rose that was sold 
to Sundance TV in the US and the UK’s BBC Two, 
amongst many others. The Maltese, meanwhile, was 
an epic crime story set in the 1970s on the Sicilian 
coast that unravelled over 12 episodes and was highly 
acclaimed for its film noir style and tone. 

Rai has also worked on gearing Rai 2 to a younger 
demographic, with edgier fare coming in the shape of 
the envelope-pushing crime show The Hunter, which 
sold around the world. The pubcaster even made the 
bold move of teaming up with Netflix on Suburra: 
Blood On Rome, which is soon to enter its third season.

Brand growth

The result of this scripted proliferation – in both 
quantity and quality – is becoming increasingly self-

fulfilling for Italian drama as a ‘brand’. The upcoming 
eight-part Leonardo was co-created by X-Files alumnus 
Frank Spotnitz, who was also showrunner on Medici: 
Masters of Florence. Medici was very successful on 
Rai1 and captured the interest of Italy’s younger 
demographic, becoming the most tweeted about series 
of 2016.

Rai is also a part of the Alliance, the commissioning 
group that includes Germany’s ZDF and France’s 
France Télévisions. By combining their knowledge of 
local markets and pooling budgets, the public service 
broadcasters aim to increase their tenacity in the context 
of the ever-expanding reach of streaming services – 
another project in the works is Around The World In 80 
Days, in which David Tennant will play Phileas Fogg.

For Italian writers and directors, Rai’s purposeful 
drama strategy, coupled with the demands of streamers, 
is providing an opportunity. Brought up on US shows 
such as The Wire and The Sopranos, they had been 
been frustrated by years of pent up ambition, having no 
one to turn to in order to get their most exciting ideas 
onto screen.

“We’ve always had to think out of the box,” says 
Mario Gianani, co-founder of Fremantle-owned prodco 
Wildside, which was behind The Young Pope and Il 
Miracolo. The prolific company also co-produced My 
Brilliant Friend with Fandango. 

But today, this generation of producers at firms such 
as Wildside, Fandango, Cattleya and Lux Vide are 
primed to exploit the new landscape, working with 
partners around the world. “We talk to producers from 
France and the UK, as much as Italian ones. We pitch 
to Hulu or Amazon before we pitch to local outlets,” 
adds Gianani, talking at the MIA festival last year that 
was recently re-booted to reflect this burgeoning Italian 
TV scene.

Sky Italia is also working with new partners such as 
director Matteo Rovere on Romulus, the story of the 
founding of Rome. But, like the great film studios of 
yesteryear, Hartmann hopes the future will be what he 
describes as a “continuation” of the work they have 
already begun: The New Pope is a further collaboration 
with Sorrentino; ZeroZeroZero is an adaptation of 
Robert Saviano’s book and is directed by Stefano 
Sollima, who also directed Romanzo Criminale and 
Gomorrah. Anna, which started shooting in October, 
is based on a book by Niccolo Ammaniti, a dystopian 
vision that imagines a world where humans die at 
puberty, and is the follow up to Il Miracolo.

By turning to its history, culture and identity, coupled 
with the e�orts of a generation of innovative producers 
and executives supporting their most talented auteurs, 
Italy is making a mark on the rest of the world despite 
the ever-increasing number of dramas available. TBI

Sky Italia and HBO gave 

director Paolo Sorrentino a 

free hand with The Young 

Pope and The New Pope

“Anyone making TV 
in Italy today has to 
be very innovative”

Eleanora Andreatta,
Rai
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Script to Screen: A Suitable Boy 

Acclaimed Indian director Mira Nair tells Richard Middleton how she paired up with War & Peace scribe 
Andrew Davies on a lavish adaptation of Vikram Seth’s seminal A Suitable Boy for the BBC
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Mira Nair makes no bones about it: she 
has always loved Vikram Seth’s 1993 
novel A Suitable Boy, a book that 
runs to almost 1,400 pages and well in 

excess of half a million words. Underlining this is the 
fact she has read the novel multiple times. 

As passion projects go, Nair’s adaptation has few 
challengers and talking to the revered director, whose 
films include Monsoon Wedding, Mississippi Masala 

and Salaam Bombay!, it seemed she was all but 
destined to work on the series even before it was made. 

Set in 1951, the show tells the story of a spirited 
university student Lata (Tanya Maniktala) whose 
mother is determined to find her a husband – a 
suitable boy. Lata is torn between family duty and 
the excitement of romance, but the show is more 
than simply a coming of age story in northern India – 
instead it reflects not just the experiences of the show’s 
lead character but of the country as a whole. Les 
Misérables scribe Andrew Davies wrote the six-parter, 
while BBC Studios-owned Lookout Point produces for 
BBC One in the UK. 

Act One – Biding her time 

“I’ve carried a torch for A Suitable Boy since it was 
written in 1993,” Nair says. “I’m a friend of [author] 
Vikram Seth and knew him while he was writing it and 
I’ve read it three times – it’s quite a long thing to read 
three times.” 

Nair describes the book as “the great Tolstoy novel 
of India,” a story not just about Indians but also about 
a time when the country was working out its own 
identity. “It’s set three years after independence, the 
year my parents got married and it was always when 
I wanted to be born, because it was when India was 
learning to be what it was.”

Despite immediate enthusiasm for the IP, Nair was 
unable to secure adaptation rights and she moved 
onto other projects. One of those, the 2001 feature 
Monsoon Wedding, was a “micro-cosmic version” of 
the novel, she says. “It is truly the child of A Suitable 
Boy because it was inspired by the book – I thought if 
he can do this with four families then maybe I could do 
it with one.”

Fast-forward 15 years or so, and Nair heard that 
“there was someone in India looking for a production 
team.” She phoned her agent and got him to call 
Lookout Point. “I said I really wanted to make it,” 
the director explains. “They were very keen and we 
arranged meetings and that was that – it was pretty 
instant. I had a whole book of my own ideas for the 
show and signed on in January 2018.” 

Act Two – Working with Davies

By this point, Davies – the similarly acclaimed writer 
who was behind Lookout Point’s War & Peace and 
Les Misérables – had already written eight episodes 
of the screenplay. “I thought they were remarkably 
skilful,” Nair says, and the duo started working 
together “to distil” the series into a six-part show 
rather than eight. 

Nair’s adaptation of A 

Suitable Boy will air on the 

BBC, with other deals 

currently under discussion
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“I thought the pace would lend itself better to six 
hours and we have been working very closely ever 
since,” Nair explains. “I came with very strong ideas of 
shooting it entirely on location and with Indian actors 
of course. We didn’t want to really cast around the 
world because there wasn’t any need to, we have the 
talent in our country because it is so immense.”

Nair used many of her own creative team to 
produce the series, people “who I’ve been working 
with for the last 25 years,” she says, including her 
cinematographer, producer and the costume designers. 
For Damian Keogh, MD at Lookout Point, that was 
key.

“The BBC and ourselves were absolutely all about 
making this authentic and real – and the best way to 
do that is to shoot on location. Mira is the only person 
to do that really in that epic cinematic way, and she 
was also able to cast from the immense talent pool.” 

But with commissioners often keen to include their 
own local talent on dramas to provide a way in for 

audiences, were there any concerns on such a focus?
“There was no pushback,” Keogh says. “It is a risk 

but it’s a creative risk worth taking because you end up 
with a show that is incredibly specific and authentic – 
and through all that, it also talks universally, something 
that the book does too.”

Nair adds: “I also explained there would be no point 
in casting outside of India, because I would be just 
undoing accents. It never became a condition because it 
didn’t come to that sort of arm wrestling, but there was 
no other way to go.” 

Act Three – Taking the pulse

Nair is famed for her ability to convey India’s pulsating 
rhythms on screen and there was a similar focus with 
A Suitable Boy. “I didn’t believe it should be a two-
hour film, it’s like a six-hour film,” she says. 

“It’s for TV but mostly I’m making my own cinema 
with a lot of help from my friends. The episodic 
structure is from the book, it hasn’t been imposed on 
our episodes. The book has that pace and rhythm, 
it was a case of sculpting it to create this one-hour 
episodic structure but it is not foreign to the book 
itself.” 

Nair admits she is “pretty ruthless about pace” and 
it is something she has tried to instil into the show. “I 
try to keep it alive and pulsating and funny and very 
mischievous and I hope sexy. That is what the book 
has, I’m not stamping all over it, all that is there.”

The series is set in a tumultuous time in India’s 
formative years, but it explores the impact of this on 
the characters. “The Hindu-Muslim partition and 
that conflict had just happened, but we’re not talking 
about the partition – we’re talking about after it. There 
was still great co-existence and great friendship and 
incredible shared pasts of people who happened to be 
Hindu and Muslim,” she says.

“That same divide is being further divided today but 
it is based on what happened in the 1950s and 60s. 
There is an uncanny timing both in terms of when he 
wrote it and now.”

But on a more “intimate level”, as Nair puts it, 
the show is about people. “It is actually the story of 
Vikram’s parents. Lata, his mother, and his father. This 
is the story of an intellectual girl who lives in a world of 
books and whose mother has to get her married and is 
looking for a suitable boy. 

“And at the heart of this novel is a beautiful 
philosophical question, which the heroine asks: is it 
possible to be happy without making others unhappy? 
This was the foundation for the treatment of the story 
– and you have to see yourself in it, otherwise it is just a 
foreign museum. And that’s not my thing.” TBI

The show’s team (LR): 

Vikram Seth, Ishaan 

Khatter, Mira Nair, Tabu, 

Tanya Maniktala and 

Andrew Davies
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Nordic thaw?

W hen the Danish public service broadcaster DR made The 
Killing in 2007 and then collaborated with their Swedish 
counterpart SVT on The Bridge in 2011, everything 
changed in the world of high-end TV drama. 

These shows proved drama series made outside of the US could 
match – and frequently surpass – the quality of their Stateside rivals. 
After shows such as Mad Men and Breaking Bad finished their runs, 
Nordic productions became the next fix for binge-viewers all over the 
world, who then went on to seek out subtitled shows from France, 
Italy, Germany and beyond. 

Denmark continued to have a huge impact on the world stage with 
shows such as Borgen and Follow The Money, as did Sweden with 
Jordskott and Real Humans. The dynamism spread around the Nordic 
region: in 2015, Iceland made Trapped, one of the most popular and 
acclaimed hits of that year. 

Norway also became recognised as a creative hotbed with teen 
drama Skam, a show about teenage life in Oslo that was later remade 
by Facebook, and Nobel. The latter explored the personal struggles 
of a soldier returning from Afghanistan and was a worthy successor 
to Nordic shows such as The Killing and Borgen – but it got lost in 
Netflix’s library of content and did not get the attention it deserved.  

It was the start of a global trend, which is playing out in the Nordics 
like most other regions. Public service providers such as DR, SVT and 
Norway’s NRK, as well as their commercial rivals, have to compete 
with Netflix and Amazon, as well as the newer streaming services 
entering the scene.  

The Viaplay effect

Perhaps the most significant change to the Nordic TV landscape has 
come in the shape of its regional streamer Viaplay. Part of Nordic 
Entertainment (NENT) Group, it has been ramping up investment in 
scripted drama since 2016. 

Most notably, whereas regional public service providers make 
around five productions a year, Viaplay made 21 in 2019, will make 
more than 30 in 2020 and has an ultimate goal of premiering a 
minimum of 40 original productions per year. 

“Looking a couple of years ahead, I don’t think we will develop 
much more in the Nordic region than we are already producing,” 
says Filippa Wallestam, EVP & chief content officer at NENT, “but 

Scandinavian producers have become prolific over recent years but is a deluge of scripted product from the 
region diluting the quality and damaging the ‘Nordic drama’ brand? Nick Edwards reports

Pinewood Studios’ Twelve Town made Conspiracy Of Silence for Viaplay
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then, of course, we can work on quality and more 
target groups.” 

However, they are not planning on restricting 
themselves to the Nordic region. NENT will sell 
the non-scripted, branded entertainment and events 
wings of the company to focus their commitment on 
making even more drama. “We’re entering Iceland 
this year and we’re planning on taking on more new 
markets. Exactly how many and which ones is yet to 
be defined. So of course we will produce more content 
that doesn’t just have Nordic appeal,” says Wallestam. 

Such productions are often in English, have plots 
which are not just based in the Nordics, or recruit 
internationally recognised stars such as Wisting, which 
features The Matrix trilogy’s Carrie-Anne Moss. 

“When we reach a tipping point and when we make 
more content with appeal beyond the Nordics, that’s harder 
to say,” adds Wallestam.

Nordics on tour

Nordic drama itself continues to travel and the range of choice 
available is reflected in the thoughts of Christian Modersbach, curator 
of the TV series wing of the Nordic Film Days festival in Lübeck, 
Germany, which was recently expanded to reflect the burgeoning 
sector. “There is such a wide variety of stories, characters, genre and 
formats, and often a mix within every show. There is so much to 
choose from sometimes I feel like I am a kid in a candy store.”

The creativity and abundance of content within the region is a 
direct result of the competition brought about by entrants such 
as Netflix. And it works both ways: 30 Degrees In February, 
for example, was commissioned by SVT in 2012. The show is a 
collection of various personal stories that unfold in Thailand and 
was particularly adventurous in terms of  narrative style and subject 
matter, such as the focus on the relationship between a stereotypical 
male Swede and a transgender Thai woman. The series found its way 
to global audiences via Netflix. 

“It was not mainstream but it worked really well with audiences 
and critics, not only in Sweden but worldwide, which helped 
our local commissioners to widen the types of series they dared 
to commission,” says Hakan Hammaren of Gothenburg-based 
Fundament Film.

“Now, Nordic drama is just part of all the other good drama that’s 
around. It’s not a sensation anymore. And we are not just known for 
crime,” adds Piv Bernth, former head of drama at DR, whose ITV 
Studios-backed Apple Tree Productions has just created supernatural 
thriller Equinox, which will premiere on Netflix in September. 

In this arena, subscription service HBO Nordic has been able to push 
challenging storytelling as far the medium will allow, just like its bigger US 
sibling did with shows such as The Wire and Game Of Thrones. 

Hanne Palmquist, the outgoing commissioning editor & VP 
of original programming at HBO Nordic, describes its upcoming 

production Beartown as “a place where civilisation 
and wilderness meet and where individuals have this 
conflict within them.” 

“It’s a story about a sexual assault,” she explains, 
“but there is a complexity around the reason why this 
happens. It’s not as simplistic as the boy is a monster 
and the girl is the victim. It’s a far more nuanced look 
at how we raise children, particularly boys,” she says. 

Fluctuating quality

However, the opportunities that have come since the 
days when The Bridge, The Killing and Wallander 
broke out of the Nordic region have put new pressures 

on an industry that has grown fast.  
With so much drama being made at home, talent and 

crews are booked up for months in advance. 
“Right now, it’s really hard to find a good team for your 

productions, because so many shows are being made,” says 
Fundament’s Hammaren, speaking from the Lübeck festival where 
his latest show Inner Circle – produced for Viaplay – was showcased.

Commissioners who are investing millions of Euros over a season 
want established names with a record of success to oversee their new 
productions. However, because of the demand for talent overseas, 
many of the best writers and directors who made their names on 
shows such as The Killing and The Bridge have been lured abroad, 
particularly to the US, where fees are so much higher. 

“The extreme increase in content, like in the rest of the world, has 
come with a fluctuation in quality,” says Christian Wikander, former 
head of drama at SVT, which was behind The Bridge and Jordskott. 
His current role is head of drama for Europe at the Pinewood Studio-
owned Twelve Town, which has recently been behind Conspiracy Of 
Silence for Viaplay.

Others agree and these growing pains are perhaps natural when 
the numbers of shows emerging from one region rises so quickly. 

Ultimately, the main issues stem from the increasing cost of 
production. As Wikander points out, “co- financing has never been 
harder for the Nordics.”

“Maybe there is too 
much content, but 

people can’t get 
enough of the shows 
that are really good”

Filippa Wallestam,
NENT

Political thriller Inner Circle
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Diverging co-productions

In the early days, Germany was the go-to partner 
for those in the Nordics. All the early Nordic noir 
shows were co-financed by German channels but 
they are now making more original productions 
themselves, such as UFA Fiction’s Deutschland 
83/86/89, Sky’s Babylon Berlin, and Netflix’s Dark. 
The result is that they can no longer be relied upon 
to get the most groundbreaking Scandi shows off 
the ground. 

However, in terms of crime, particularly selling 
rights, the German market and Europe in general, 
has never been more buoyant. 

“They really need crime dramas that fit into 90 
minutes, shows like Wisting and Backstrom work 
really well,” says Caroline Torrance, head of scripted at 
Banijay Rights. 

“Every time that the media announces the death of Nordic noir, 
it doesn’t happen. We’ve just had a huge hit with Wisting on BBC 
Four in the UK – outperformiong the slot norm by 55% and adding 
even more viewers via [on-demand service] iPlayer.” 

And as Wikander admits, “to fill the financial gaps you need 
to be successful outside of the Nordics.” Projects looking beyond 
local funding need to have an international element, which most 
commonly involves an English-language element or stars who 
resonate outside of the region. 

The results are shows such as Viaplay’s Wisting, Conspiracy Of 
Silence, or its new project Cold Courage. The latter stars British 
actor John Simm, was written by English-language scribes Brendan 
Foley and David Joss Buckley, and produced by Finnish Luminoir, 
with Lionsgate onboard for global sales.

Apple Tree Productions also uses this model, says Bernth. “We are 

working on a script that has an American writer. We 
helped develop it and we think it will be a Danish 
director. It’s a natural US/Danish story – one of the 
antagonists is Danish but living in London. We hope 
to start filming in the next couple of months.” 

Moving the story on

Whilst streamers’ demands for content are growing 
because of their business models, they are no longer 
necessarily the home of edgier content. 
“When Netflix started they were new and 
commissioning the cool stuff, but now a lot of 
commissioning is aimed at a broader audience 

and the edgier stuff is being done by the PSB’s,” says 
Wikander, citing SVT’s Caliphate, which explores 

religious fundamentalism, and NRK’s Exit, which explores 
the toxicity of the banking world. 

“It’s great they’re doing this as they have the security of public 
finances to do so, which means they can take risks. If they don’t, 
who will?” he adds. 

Despite making supernatural thriller Equinox for Netflix, Bernth 
agrees. “The industry is less risk-taking than it was.” However, as 
a former commissioner herself, she understands the dilemma. “It’s 
so hard when you have to pick only two out of 20 potentially great 
ideas,” she says.

For Viaplay, the aim is to offer “something for everyone,”  says 
Wallestam. “We started off doing a lot of crime,” such as Alex 
and the reboot of Those Who Kill. “Then, we moved into more 
innovative drama, such as the political-thriller Inner Circle, as well 
as rethinking crime with shows like Honour and Box 21. 

“And then we have Love Me, a comedy-drama, which is the 
most original show we’ve done, precisely because it was so quirky, 
so it was talked about, then word spread and traditional audiences 
started to want to see it.”

“You have to go for quality, not volume,” adds Wikander. “The 
only path to success in the market today is to find a project that 
awakens curiosity in you. Then you and your team can discuss if it 
will work in the broader market.”

For Palmquist, this has always been the ethos of HBO Nordic. 
“We make roughly three shows a year but it’s not fixed. Sometimes 
it’s two, sometimes it’s four. If we don’t find them it’s better not to 
make them.”

“Everybody wants channel-defining series, and channels are 
willing to pay for them because audiences want to watch them,” 
explains Torrance, speaking from a distributor’s perspective. 

“If you’re a buyer, you’re not going to struggle to find shows. As a 
distributer, we look for strong IP and really good storytelling because 
those shows are the ones that will travel around the world.”

And for those who believe the surging amount of content from 
the region is diluting the Nordic brand, Wallestam makes this 
observation: “People can’t get enough of the shows that are really 
good and they are are impatient for the next season. So there can’t 
be that much.” TBI

“It’s so hard when 
you have to pick 

only two out of 20 
potentially great 

ideas”
Piv Bernth

Apple Tree Productions

BBC drama Wisting recruited international stars among its cast
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A seat at the table

Israeli companies have tended to punch above 
their weight on the global stage over the past 
decade, but Keshet has been arguably the most 
prolific of all.

Its US studio has been in existence for almost five 
years and, fed by a steady supply of remarkably 
successful products from its home country, has 
managed to establish itself Stateside at a time when 
competition has never been greater.

It has of course been helped by the proliferation of 
buyers, but also a tactically astute first-look deal with 
Universal TV. The combined result is a list of clients 
that includes the major US networks, the streaming 
giants and more recent entrants such as Apple.

Yet for industry observers, one of its most keenly 
watched shows is not an edgy tale for one of the new 
entrants but a US remake of a warm Israeli drama for 
ABC. Based on the Israeli drama that aired on Keshet, 
The Baker And The Beauty – which debuts 13 April 
– reflects not just the US receptivity to global scripted 
formats but an evolutionary shift that has moved US 
networks from gritty fare to romantic comedy.

“When I first started here five years ago, it was 
one of the formats that we looked at, it was one we 
watched and we fell in love immediately,” says Peter 
Traugott, who founded TBD Entertainment before 
being named president of programming at Keshet 
Studios in 2015.

“But the truth is that it just wasn’t in vogue then, 
cable was doing darker shows and the lighter fare 
wasn’t really what people were looking for.” Things 
have changed in the intervening years and Traugott is 
now eagerly waiting to see how the show fares.

“It certainly feels like broadcast is leaning into 
escapist and lighter fare,” he continues, “those kinds 
of bigger ideas that broadcast networks do so well that 
you don’t see on cable.” It plays into a similar vein 
as Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist, he says, the musical 
dramedy created by Austin Winsberg that premiered 
earlier this year on NBC.

“The tone of that show is very specific and there 
are more shows now that are more entertaining – they 
might have a message, but they’re also really focused 
on an element of escapism and fun,” he adds. 

Keshet’s broadcast slate also includes a pair of NBC 
shows, Lincoln Rhymes: The Hunt For The Bone 

Collector and La Brea, a big, ambitious show starring 
Jon Ceda (Chicago PD) that has made it to pilot. 

“We sell and produce everywhere, from streaming, 
to cable and broadcast, but I really like broadcast 
because it is still built around the Upfronts so there’s 
that seasonality around the business. 

“And there is something about trying to appeal 
to a broad audience that is fun. They spend money, 
they are well aware of the platforms out there and the 
budgets are very fair.”

The thing that has changed, he says, is the declining 
number of pilots, but there are now numerous new 
buyers in town and Traugott seems to have been busily 
making deals with most of them.

“We have projects everywhere,” he says, more 
matter of fact than in any way arrogant.

Netflix has already taken Israeli drama When 
Heroes Fly around the world and a US version is in 
the works with “one of the streamers”, the exec says, 
while fellow Keshet series Stockholm is also being re-
worked Stateside. 

Then there’s Generation B, based on the Belgian 
series Generatie B from deMensen about the impact 
of an economic meltdown on young people, and 
The Stuntwoman, based on the book by Julie Ann 
Johnson, explores the pioneering female stunt 
performer and one of Hollywood’s first whistle-
blowers. The A Word, known in Israel as Yellow 
Peppers, is also on the Keshet Studios slate following 
its format success in the UK with the BBC.

The company also has shows with streamers such 
as HBO Max – Traugott declines to go into specifics 
– but he says the AT&T-owned operator has been 
flexible in deals, “in part because they’re new.” He 
concedes, however, that he’s not sure how much longer 
that will last as the “synergies” within parent AT&T 
continue – something he is also expecting with other 
US operators. Hulu, he adds, is becoming more closed 
o� following Disney’s full acquisition of the US-based 
streamer and Netflix prefers shows to go through its 
own studio. Apple, he says, has been “great”.

The point, however, is that Traugott’s studio has 
been able to navigate this changing landscape. “We 
tend to be a very entrepreneurial company and we’re 
flexible in deal making because the business changes 
every day. You have to reflect that in deals, but of 

Keshet Studios president Peter Traugott discusses how the Israeli company’s Stateside 
studio is competing – and winning – in an increasingly consolidated US market

Keshet Studios’ The Baker 

And The Beauty was 

remade for ABC in the US
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course there are some shows and platforms that are 
better business for us than others.”

Traugott says there is a “trade o�” between 
streamers that tend to take all world rights and 
programming for others that can be distributed 
through sales arm Keshet International. 

The other impact of the increasing consolidation 
has been the impact on talent. Netflix snapped up 
Ryan Murphy and Shonda Rhimes among tens if not 
hundreds of others; Amazon’s list includes Phoebe 
Waller-Bridge and Steve McQueen; WarnerMedia 
has Steven Soderbergh and JJ Abrams. It means 
competition for creatives is rife, but Traugott says the 
Universal deal and his studio’s compelling IP are vital 
factors in allowing Keshet to compete.

“We have that first-look arrangement, so a lot goes 
through there and it’s been great. They, like other 
studios, have been doing overall deals with writers but 
it is challenging,” he says, though points out that one 
of Keshet’s key attributes is bringing IP to the table. 

“Not everything is based on IP, La Brea wasn’t, 

but most of the time we’ll have a piece of IP from a 
produced series, or a book or an article or something 
on Keshet – and if the IP is strong enough then that 
helps us put the right writer in place.”

It perhaps explains why the scripted format market 
is bubbling, with “everyone looking for some sort of 
advantage, something that will allow a show to stand 
out and be marketable and cut through the clutter. 
And having a great piece of IP is always an advantage 
because you can show what this show might be.”

Looking at the market “from 30,000 feet”, Traugott 
admits that companies such as Disney, AT&T’s 
WarnerMedia, Comcast, ViacomCBS and Amazon are 
to some degree in their own worlds. The challenges of 
this ‘walled garden’ landscape, particularly in the US, 
undoubtedly makes the task of selling shows trickier. 
But for those acquiring content, Keshet Studios’ IP 
clearly provides opportunities, highlighted by its 
burgeoning slate. For Traugott and his company, the 
challenge is to nimbly adapt deals to ensure they retain 
their seat at the table. TBI

“It certainly feels 
like broadcast is 

leaning into escapist 
and lighter fare”

Peter Traugott,  
Keshet Studios
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Due to receive its world premiere 
at Series Mania in Lille, this 
half-hour comedy comes from 
two of the creative talents 

whose previous work includes the likes of 
Killing Eve and Fleabag.

Run, which has been created by Phoebe 
Waller-Bridge and writer Vicky Jones, 
follows the life of a woman, played by 
Merritt Wever (Godless, Nurse Jackie), who 
walks away from her ordinary life in the 
suburbs to revisit her past with her college 
boyfriend (Domhnall Gleeson). 

Almost 20 years prior, the pair had made 
a pact that if either one of them texted the 
word “run” and the other replied with the 
same, they would drop everything and meet 
in New York’s Grand Central Station and 
travel across America together.

The story picks up on their life-changing 
decision and follows Wever, who plays 
Ruby, and Gleeson, starring as Billy, as they 
traverse the US, coming across an array of 
unusual characters along the way. One of 
those is played by Waller-Bridge, who is 
attached as recurring character Laurel.

The Fleabag creator is also attached as an 

executive producer on the series, alongside 
her writer and frequent collaborator 
Jones. Other exec producers include Jenny 
Robins, Emily Leo and Oliver Roskill of 
Wigwam Films, while the widely respected 
Kate Dennis, who has been behind The 
Handmaid’s Tale, Fear The Walking Dead 
and G.L.O.W., is also onboard and directed 
the pilot.

Supporting Wever, Gleeson and Waller-
Bridge is a supporting cast that includes Rich 
Sommer (Mad Men) as Laurence, playing 
Ruby’s husband, and Tamara Podemski 
of Coroner fame, who features as police 
detective Babe Cloud. 

Also starring is Archie Panjabi, who is set 
to star in HBO’s upcoming series I Know 
This Much Is True and will play Billy’s 
former PA in Run.

The show hails from Entertainment One, 
the studio behind HBO’s Sharp Objects, plus 
Jones and Waller-Bridge’s banner DryWrite, 
and Wigwam Films. It is slated to premiere 
on HBO on 12 April and a day later on 
OCS, while Sky has picked up the eight-part 
show for its recently launched Sky Comedy. 
TBI

Run

Run
Distributors: HBO
Producers: Entertainment One, Wigwam Films
Broadcaster: HBO (US), OCS (France), Sky Comedy (UK)
Logline: Comedy-thriller about a ex-couple who leave their lives behind to embark on an 
unusual roadtrip

This edition’s drama hot picks bring together shows from across the 
world including crime series Dark Woods from Germany, French thriller 
Shadowplay, HBO’s Run and the hard-hitting Unchained from Israel
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G erman drama has become increasingly 
sought after over the past couple of years 
and Dark Woods (aka Das Geheimnis 
Des Totenwaldes) is another worth taking 

a look at. 
The 6 x 45 minute series has been inspired by the 

real-life disappearance of a woman in the German 
region of Lower Saxony and is set during the late 
1980s, when the sister of a high-ranking police o�cer 
– Thomas Bethge, played by Babylon Berlin’s Matthias 
Brandt – disappears without a trace. Shortly before, 
two couples had been cruelly murdered in nearby 
woodlands, with an artist and gun enthusiast living on 
the edge of the forest quickly coming under suspicion. 

As a Hamburg police o�cer, Bethge is not permitted 
to investigate the crime so seeks support from his 

colleagues, played by Karoline Schuch (Hanna’s 
Journey) and Andreas Lust (The Robber). But his 
quest for justice continues long after his retirement, 
as he and his team eventually, through painstaking 
and meticulous research, finally get on the track of a 
suspected serial killer.

Wolfgang Siela�, the brother of Birgit Meier, the real 
missing woman who inspired the series, is attached as 
a consultant on the drama as is the former head of the 
Hamburg State O�ce of Criminal Investigation.

“On top of a gripping crime story, it’s foremost a 
family drama,” exec producer Marc Conrad tells TBI. 
“Dark Woods shows the e�ects an unsolved crime has 
on a family and the accusations within a family that 
come with it. Why the investigations took so long and 
the exposure of mistakes along the way delivers an 
absorbing story and will leave viewers speechless.”

Ku’damm 56 & 59’s Sven Bohse is attached to 
direct and Stefan Kolditz (Generation War) writes. 
And the performances and narrative will grab attention 
worldwide, says Bavaria Fiction’s Maren Knieling. 
“To this day, the real crime is still not solved, as it is 
assumed that the dimensions of this case are far bigger 
than expected,” she adds. TBI

Dark Woods

Dark Woods
Distributor: Global Screen
Producers: ConradFilm, Bavaria Fiction
Broadcaster: NDR, ARD Degeto
Logline: Inspired by a real criminal case that has remained unsolved for nearly  
30 years
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Israel-based producer and distributor ADD 
Content previously sold Fauda to Netflix and 
is now bringing this hard-hitting drama about 
divorce to international buyers.

Being sold as both a scripted format and a finished 
series, Unchained has been produced by United Studios 
of Israel and premiered on public broadcaster Kan. 

It was created by Joseph Madmoni, Tamar Kay, 
and David Ofek, and explores how orthodox Jewish 
women face a huge challenge in getting a divorce from 
their estranged husbands without their co-operation. 
The show stars Aviv Alush (Beauty And The Baker) 
as Yossef Mourad, one of a small group of orthodox 
rabbis tasked with acting as a hybrid detective and 
psychologist for women whose husbands either refuse 
them divorce or have disappeared. Mourad will go to 
any lengths within Jewish law – and sometimes outside 
of it – to get justice and closure for the women he 
represents, however his world begins to crumble when 
he uncovers a secret which threatens to dissolve his 
own marriage. 

“Two things led to writing the series,” head writer 
and co-creator Madmoni tells TBI. “The first is my 

personal background as someone born into the Jewish 
Orthodox world, and the feeling that the area where 
that religion clashes the most with the modern world 
is the woman’s place in society. This is an unresolved 
conflict, and I feel that exploring the topic in this way 
through Unchained might transform it or, perhaps, 
cause it to implode. 

“The second thing that led to the creation of the 
series is the desire to portray a far more universal 
situation – a life of a couple who live alongside 
each other, but in fact, don’t know much about one 
another.” For Madmoni, the show “has resonance 
with a lot of other conservative ideologies globally, 
which are clashing with modern ideals, especially in the 
realm of women’s rights.” TBI

Unchained

Unchained
Distributor: ADD Content
Producer: United Studios of Israel 
Broadcaster: Kan
Logline: Explores the reality of orthodox Jewish women unable to get a divorce 
without co-operation from their estranged husbands 
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Created by Måns Mårlind, whose previous 
shows include The Bridge and Midnight 
Sun, this Berlin-based drama is set in what 
producers describe as “the wild west of 

purgatory”. It follows the exploits of US cop Max 
McLaughlin, played by True Detective’s Taylor Kitsch, 
with the 16-episode series split into two eight-part seasons.

Having landed in the German city in 1946, 
McLaughlin is tasked with creating a police force in the 
chaotic aftermath of the war. In his sights is Engelmacher 
Gladow, played by Homeland‘s Sebastian Koch, who has 
established himself as the ruling gangster of the city. 

“Secretly, Max undertakes a personal crusade to find 
his missing brother, who is killing ex-Nazis in hiding,” 
explains Francoise Guyonnet, MD for TV series at 
Studiocanal. “And unbeknownst to him, Max is being 
used as a pawn in what will become the Cold War.”

Mårlind has written the show and directs four of the 
first eight episodes, alongside Midnight Sun directing 
partner Björn Stein. 

The cast includes Michael C. Hall of Dexter and Safe 
fame, as well as Nina Hoss (A Most Wanted Man), 
Tuppence Middleton (Sense8), Logan Marshall-Green 

(Prometheus) and Mala Emde (Brecht, Charité). 
The “recurring one-hour gritty thriller” nature of the 

show and that “stellar international cast” will set the 
show apart, Guyonnet tells TBI, and the Studiocanal exec 
adds that the drama’s premise and the world that has 
been created will ensure viewers are drawn in. 

“Måns has created a very unique world in a time and 
place that we have never seen before on television. Set 
in post-war Berlin, the characters are all survivors who 
emanate hope. They are aspirational and relatable figures 
who take us on compelling, tumultuous and unexpected 
journeys,” she says.

Filming of the first eight episodes, which are being 
brought to market now, took place in Prague last year and 
the second eight-episode instalment is planned for later 
this year.  TBI

Shadowplay

Shadowplay
Distributor: Studiocanal
Producer: Tandem Productions, Bron Studios,  
Broadcasters: Canal+, Viaplay, NC+, ZDF
Logline: A recurring cop-based gritty thriller set in Berlin in 1946
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This rather timely drama delves into what 
might happen if the person in charge of a 
nation fails to disclose an illness that could 
potentially impact their ability to govern.

The 8 x 60-minute show stars Ólafur Darri Ólafsson 
(Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes Of Grindelwald, 
Trapped) and revolves around populist politician 
Benedikt Ríkardsson, who takes a radical approach 
that earns him the support of the Icelandic people. 

Following a whirlwind rise to power, Ríkardsson is 
named Iceland’s Prime Minister but what the nation 
does not know is that their leader is su¡ering from an 
underlying bipolar disorder. As his disorder worsens, 
the politician’s team and their allies are forced to 
endanger both the stability of the government and their 
private lives.

“The series has been in development for a few 
years with RUV Iceland before being introduced to 
international partners,” Julien Leroux, SVP of global 
scripted co-productions at Cineflix Media tells TBI. 

“We boarded the project at an early stage in July 
2018 as we were immediately struck by how timely it 
was. The writing was very subtle as well, in the way 

it was approaching the character of Benedikt and 
not making him an extremist but rather a random 
guy with ordinary problems who is taken into an 
extraordinary set of circumstances.”

For Leroux, the show will work worldwide 
because “the hopes and disappointments” of politics 
are universal. “Each country in the world already 
has or will soon have their own Benedikt. We also 
believe viewers will be blown away by the absolutely 
breathtaking performance of Olafur Darri. Audiences 
throughout the world have loved him since the 
international success of Trapped. Seeing him as such a 
charismatic as well as crazy character is so compelling 
and exciting that it’s di¦cult to turn your attention 
away from the series.” TBI

�e Minister

�e Minister
Distributor: Cineflix Rights
Producer: Sagafilm
Broadcaster: RUV Iceland
Logline: A populist Prime Minister with a worsening medical condition threatens the 
stability of the government
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T he death of real-life Prime Minister Olof 
Palme rocked Sweden and the world in the 
1980s yet his death has never been solved. 
Enter George English, an American living in 

Sweden, who is grieving from the death of his father, the 
collapse of his career and an insurmountable tax bill. 

Although fictional, the story is based on the experiences 
of Schiaffino Musarra, who wrote and stars in the show. 
“While looking for a way to make some fast cash, 
without having to break the law, I stumbled onto the 
fact that the murder of former Olof Palme was not only 
still an open investigation, but that there is also a 50m 
Swedish Crown reward for anyone who can provide 
information that leads to the killer,” he explains to TBI. 

“After spending a few days thinking about actually 
solving the case, I realised I would be better off writing 
a dark comedy about a guy who thinks that solving the 
most unsolvable murder mystery in Swedish history could 
be the answer to all his problems.”

A major discovery means George finds himself on a 
collision course with history, as the investigation goes 
from a laughing stock to a closely watched operation by 
those who would rather the case remain forever unsolved.

So how did the show come about? “Hard work and 
countless hours of research led to nothing but five years of 
total rejection for We Got This,” jokes Musarra. 

“Olof Palme is a sensitive subject in Sweden and 
comedy is a difficult thing to prove on a piece of paper, so 
I decided to make a trailer that made it look like the show 
was already done. The concept trailer and the storyline I 
had put together to prove that this could be a TV series 
completely changed the conversation and led to signing 
on with Jarowskij, which also brought Banijay into the 
mix. It led to winning the Series Mania co-pro pitching 
competition and ultimately led to a full development deal 
with SVT, Sweden’s biggest channel.”

For Chris Stewart, Banijay Rights’ scripted commerical 
director, the show proves that “Nordic television can be 
brilliant without being traditional noir.”  TBI

We Got �is

We Got This
Distributor: Banijay Rights
Producer: Jarowskij, Film i Väst 
Broadcaster: SVT, Viaplay
Logline: An intriguing exploration into one of the most infamous political murders
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Writer’s Room Dan Sefton

Ending the ‘gun for hire’ approach

“We should make 
every writer feel 
genuine creative 
ownership of the 

show. It’s their show 
too, no one should 
simply be a ‘gun for 

hire’.”

Dan Sefton has been 
behind shows including 
Trust Me and The Good 
Karma Hospital. He is 
currently showrunner 
and lead writer on The 
Mallorca Files, the big 
budget drama recently 
extended into a second 
season by the UK’s BBC, 
Germany’s ZDF and 
France 2

W hen I was o�ered the opportunity to 
develop a 10-part crime series for a 
German broadcaster, their sensible 
and logical request for 10 fully 

worked out crime stories caused a certain amount of 
trepidation. Ten! That’s a lot of work. Too much for 
one person, at least in the time available. We’re going 
to need a team.

When money is no object, writer’s rooms are 
a cinch. Hire the best you can and pay well for 
exclusivity. Problem was, we didn’t have that much 
cash. The usual UK solution is a pretty bad deal for 
writers – a story conference at a day rate with the 
promise of an episode sometime in the future. Maybe 
you’ll get through, maybe you’ll get fired. Write, try 
to please the capricious producers and move on. 
It works, and I’d been part of it for years. But this 
wasn’t a UK primetime show and didn’t have obvious 
cachet. However, we still needed to be attractive to 
talented and in demand writers. How could we o�er 
more?

In the previous year, I’d been working far closer to 
production as a UK showrunner on shows like Trust 
Me and The Good Karma Hospital. It was eye-
opening, exciting and stimulating. Decisions that had 
previously made little sense to me as a writer for hire 
became clearer. Surely all writers on a show should 
have access to this kind of information? 

With The Mallorca Files, I wanted to do things 
a little di�erently – e�ectively o�ering writers the 
chance to step into an EP role on their own episodes. 
Luckily, Cosmopolitan founder and EP Ben Donald 
was fully supportive. 

Our initial writer’s room on The Mallorca Files 
started with a statement of intent that later morphed 
into a semi-serious, written ‘manifesto’. In pre-
production we paid for stories and scripts but made 
sure everyone was across the entirety of the series, 
so any story clashes were organically kept to a 
minimum. A WhatsApp group was set up to share 
ideas (and co-ordinate social gatherings). The culture 
was one of mutual support, not divide and rule. 

As the show went into production, all the writers 
remained at the heart of the show. This meant going 
on production recces, watching casting tapes, seeing 
key costume choices early, taking meaningful director 
meetings, going on set with cast and finally giving 
notes on the edit and mix. In addition, being script 
polished by the showrunner was not failure, but part 
of the process. 

This all sounds very reasonable, but the 
enthusiastic response from the writing team speaks 
to just how unusual this has been in the UK industry 
to date. For too long, writers have been excluded 
from the ‘grown up’ conversations, expected just to 
hand over their scripts and wait until their episode is 
transmitted to see the results, good, bad or indi�erent. 
It breeds a sense of ‘us and them’ among writers. 
They create the episode, but they feel a long way 
from the levers of control. There’s a reason writers 
rarely go to wrap parties.

This is wrong. We should make every writer feel 
genuine creative ownership of the show. It’s their 
show too, no one should simply be a ‘gun for hire’. 
The quid quo pro has always been explicit – in 
return for a writer’s time and talent we o�er an open 
opportunity to acquire the skills they need to become 
a showrunner. Not everyone wants to do that, and 
that’s fine, but as a writer myself, this deal seems 
fair to me. The quid pro quo is that ‘bad behaviour’ 
is not allowed – no foot stamping or hissy fits. As 
I explained to one of our writers, when it comes to 
production decisions, you have a vote, not a veto.

We are now filming season two of The Mallorca 
Files and creating season three. The team has grown 
but our only drop out has been someone who had 
their own original series greenlit. The WhatsApp 
group remains active. New writers have been initially 
skeptical but are soon convinced that we really do 
walk it like we talk it. The process really does work, 
not just for writers, but for the entire creative team. 
Not a cult (yet) but a culture of genuine respect for 
that initial spark of creativity from which everything 
else follows. TBI
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